
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Mon. 15 Aug. 2022 

Compiled Mon. 15 Aug. 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: ―Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.‖ 

 

Major False Flag Event Incoming 

that could be connected to a Deep State Chinese Communist Party Club K Cargo of Smart 

Drones in Cargo Containers and Cyber Attack. Intel Cables are scrambling. In 30 States 

National Guards have been deployed for various reasons. 

 

We Are Many.  

They Are Few.  

Just Say No to Globalism. 

 

The Best is Yet to Come 

The Sun will Rise Again 

Big News Very Soon 

Let’s Finish What We Started. Are You Ready? 

The Media Wants to Forget What Happened in 2020. I Haven’t. 

…Donald J. Trump 

 

Sharing Our Talents 

August 14, 2022 - #4848 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

“The Lord equally praises those who, rather than burying their talents, use and develop what He 

gave them, whether it was much or small. We need not be famous, or acclaimed to bless others 

with the unique talents God has given us. We are all enriched by the generosity of every soul. 

Whatever measure of talent we have, it can bless the world around us – but only if we share it.” 

Judy Note:  

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/august-14-2022-4848-music-and-the-spoken-word.html


 The Department of Justice and FBI have made no moves toward Nancy Pelosi’s son 

who was found to have huge holdings in a Chinese Tech company, nor have they done 

anything about Hunter Biden after exposure that he and his Dad Joe Biden were involved 

in several foreign deals including in China, although the FBI did do a raid on the 

Democrat’s formidable Presidential opponent Donald Trump’s home – and were caught 

on camera perhaps planting evidence. Will an arrest of Donald Trump follow? 

 Last week in order to enforce a Police State on the US, Congress armed and funded to 

the tune of $80 Billion, the IRS (owned by the Rothchilds, Rockefeller, British Crown, 

Vatican and US Inc.)  

 The Bill empowered the IRS to hire and arm 87,000 new agents, 950 of whom were 

hired almost overnight.  

 Why the weapon funding? The IRS had recently deleted a job posting that sought 

applicants willing to use ―deadly force‖ according to the National Review. Right after the 

Bill passed Congress Alliance Delta Force Operators intercepted an 18-wheeler packed 

with pistols and bound for the Internal Revenue Service Building in Washington, D.C. 

 Mon. 15 Aug. was a suspected deadline for liquidation of the Global Currency Reset as 

monies were believed to have been released from the Rodriquez and other Trusts last 

week. It was also suspected that Paymasters were already liquid but have been under 

strict Non Disclosure Agreements since last week. 

 Also on Mon. 15 Aug. a Solar Flare was expected – a perfect time to black out the 

world’s Grid System. 

 A man claimed to have participated in a 2013 trial of over 200K people testing 

mRNA-based medications. He stated that 100% of the participants had their hearts 

stopped, and only 5 were alive to this day. 

 Why did Joe Biden Block the classified documents of the JFK Assassination from 

coming out? Answer: Inside the files not released in 2017 was the truth of who created 

the CIA and why the then Director of CIA Allen Dulles and CIA operative George Bush 

took orders from the UK Majesty, Israel, China, Chinese Communist Party and the 

Rothschilds, Rockefeller’s Banks. 

 Inside the classified files were the CIA, Central Banks and Federal Reserve connections 

to Project Mockingbird Operations that controlled the news, Intel on ongoing wars 

created by the CIA, and connections to medical health Industries, World Health 

Organization (SHO), NIH, WEF, GPMB, Big Pharma, Big Tech, Vaccine industry, 

indoctrination of the education system and creation of DARPA (The Defense Advanced 

Research Projects Agency) which went on to create Microsoft, Google and Google Maps. 

 Q Clearance Officials have been documenting those Intelligence Reports since the days 

of Lincoln and his creation of the Secret Service. 

 At 8:30 am Sat. morning 13 Aug. and later that evening Utah experienced yet 

unexplained loud booms (not earthquakes, nor lightening strikes) along the Wasatch 

Front – where lay Underground Tunnels. 



 In the last 24 hours there has been movement of the Indo-Australian plate that 

extends from the border of India with China and Nepal, encompassing the Indian 

subcontinent, the eastern Indian Ocean, Australia and extending to New Zealand. It is 

subdivided into two plates that merged thousands of years ago. There has been a massive 

cleanout underground Kermadec Island and the region northeast of New Zealand and 

southwest of Tonga. https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/39203 

 Help Fight Child Sex and Human Trafficking: 

https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/15249 

 USNCMEC Urgent Victim Help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678     

 Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

 Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

 EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-

hotlines/national-hotlines_en 

 Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

 Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 Last Week we were told that monies were releasing from the Rodriquez and other 

Trusts. Tier 3 recipients were likely being bound to silence through their signing of strict 

Non Disclosure Agreements. Rumor was that in at least one case, millions of dollars in 

loans were awarded based on what was present (but not yet released) in certain bank 

accounts. 

 Mon. 15 Aug. was a suspected deadline for GCR liquidation, as the date was not only 

rumored by various sources to be set, but a while back Charlie Ward said Mon. 15 Aug. 

was a date the public could possibly exchange, plus Iraq, the Kingpin of the Global 

Currency Reset, was also talking about completion of their government organization and 

public release of their new Dinar Rate by next Mon. 15 Aug. 

 Thurs. 11 Aug. Bruce: Three different sources confirmed that they want Tier 4B (us, the 

Internet Group) to start our appointments by Mon. 15 Aug. 

 MarkZ: ―A contact in Iraq said the goal was still the 15th or before.” 

 Iraq had a new Dinar Rate that was trading in the international community, though it 

has not yet been made public.  

 We will have about 10 days to exchange or redeem our currencies and bonds (Zim) for 

the special rates. …White Hat Intel 

 

B. Global Financial Crisis: 
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https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
https://trafficking.help/us/


 Game Over for Fed: https://www.zerohedge.com/economics/its-game-over-fed-expect-

monetary-rug-pull-soon 

 

C. Protests and Demonstrations: 

 Hong Kong: people are cutting down facial recognition towers 

 US Long Island: Thousands of patriots showing their support for President Trump on 

Long Island.          

D. Wars and Rumors of Wars: 

 Taiwan: US military jet, carrying a Senator-Congressional delegation, to arrive in 

Taiwan shortly, according to TVBS news. This visit comes after Pelosi's visit just 12 

days ago, and the PLA conducted large-scale military exercises thereafter. 

 Ukraine will target Russian forces at Zaporizhzhia nuclear plant, says Zelenskiy. 

https://www.disclose.tv/id/1558782237725835266/ 

E. Covid/ Monkey Pox/ Vax Hoax: 

 A man claims to have participated in a 2013 trial of over 200K people testing 

mRNA-based medications. He states that 100% of the participants had their hearts 

stopped, and only 5 are alive to this day. He states it took two years for all of the 

symptoms to surface (Myocarditis, etc). 

 Large German Insurer Reports Staggering Rise in Adverse Effects from COVID-19 

Vaccines: https://dailysceptic.org/2022/08/13/large-german-insurer-reports-staggering-

rise-in-adverse-effects-from-covid-19-vaccines/ 

F. The Real News for Sun. 14 Aug. 2022: 

 A long time ago, President Trump said: “I will create a well constructed economy for 

America. I would make our allies pay their fair share. Something is going to happen 

when I will be sitting on the Presidential chair.‖  You can't keep going on leasing 200 

billion and let the other countries dump into our markets. America will never be in debt. 

All I need will be 2 Presidential mandates and I am going to create my own kind of 

money. I will name them Trump Bucks. America's economy will advance and those who 

support me will never live poor. The ones opposing me will be seething. Now is that time 

Patriots‼ https://bit.ly/GetTrumpBills 

 FBI Agents of Trump Raid Under Durham Investigation: 

https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=205607 

 IRS Hires 950 Thugs Overnight: https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-

bin/forum.cgi?read=205608 

 In its now famous raid of Mar-a-Lago, the FBI took boxes of Privileged “Attorney-

Client” and “Executive” material, which they knowingly should not have taken. By 
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copy of this TRUTH, I respectfully request that these documents be immediately returned 

to the location from which they were taken. Thank you! ...Donald Trump 

 Taiwanese Officials Trounce Pelosi After Son’s Huge Holdings In China Tech 

Exposed: https://www.nationandstate.com/2022/08/14/taiwanese-officials-trounce-

pelosi-after-sons-huge-holdings-in-china-tech-exposed/ 

 Heaven Sent Trump of God: HEAVEN SENT TRUMP OF GOD! An Invariable 

TRUTH In A World Of LIES & Deception! (bitchute.com) 

 Chemtrails Antidotes: https://rumble.com/v1frbd5-current-chem-trails-are-antidotes-

for-c19-vaccines.html 

 What’s Going to Happen Next, Paul Begley: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4RWOuM191Lo 

 

G. White Hat Intel: 

 Epstein/ Maxwell CIA Mossad MI6 (triple agents) Deep State Elite blackmailers ran 

human trafficking through the Clinton Foundation using the Rothschild estate and 

connected funding to Rockefellers/ Gates/ Vaccines companies. 

 Epstein and Maxwell were Evil World Elite Human Traffickers who blackmailed 

almost every high ranking official , military officials,  entertainment industry, scientific 

community elite official around the world with sexual pedophilia set ups, Death threats,  

bribes and cohesion methods initiated by the CIA MKultra mind projects. 

 The Davos (devil's) group & UN helped fund Maxwell and created a new [fake] 

environmental nonprofit organization: the TerraMar Project that gave Maxwell rights to 

immunity as being the head of a fake Ocean/Sea Country estate – which gave her rights 

to s Submarine and travel the world without question and entering countries under 

Oceans,/ underground base without question. 

 The largest human trafficking industry in the world connected to US Presidents 

Clinton and Obama. The World Elite organization UN NATO connect most major 

countries and Presidents inside the human trafficking network and cover-ups. This 

powerful elite system created by the Deep State Cabal, infiltrated every nation and 

military rankings and took control of mainstream Media ceo's. This vast network reached 

into the pharmaceutical companies, big tech companies and controlled Hollywood at the 

highest levels. 

 The Exposure of Epstein through Q: White Hat Military battalion drops has lead the 

World Wide Movement to the GREAT AWAKENING, an Event where over a billion 

people are now becoming aware are of the Deep State, tyrannical governments and world 

cover-ups of human trafficking at the highest level. All connected to a false Pandemic 

and bio-weapon release to create confusion and mass killings (create chaos ) in hopes that 

the Deep State Cabal that controls world governments and networks was not exposed. 
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 Crimes Against Humanity: Epstein and Maxwell never thought they would set off the 

makings of a World WAR that will trigger a World Nuclear standoff and the many deaths 

of the COVID_19 ( SARS II ) bioweapon release. 

 After the Near Death Civilization Event experience the world will never be the same. 

The sleeping sheep will never easily be sung to sheep again by the lullabies of the Deep 

State world Cabal: The Great Awakening 

 “Watch the Waters” had a double meaning message from Q.  

 In one way Q knew the Deep State was going to use HAARP to kill people and bring 

in Climate Change through playing the Deep State final cards of destruction through 

weather manipulation, cover up of the Pandemic, the stolen Election and creating 

confusion. 

 On the other hand Q knew flooding the tunnels was essential and kept the Operations 

controlled with no innocent civilians killed/or created minimal damage. 

 When the Deep State used HAARP and weather modification weapons (FLOODS) they 

killed intentionality in their black OPS for maximum effect, while destroying innocent 

lives, homes and communities. But at the same [THEY] were putting themselves in 

jeopardy in the hands of Crimes Against Humanity.  

 Each event created by the Cabal Deep State brought out the Sleeper Agents, crooked 

politicians, military Intel and scientists in all countries across the world. An exposure of 

shining light in the dark. 

 The White Hat Military documented the crimes committed. 

 The last part of Watch the Waters is a Nuclear Event North Korea Scare necessary. 

 Stay vigilant Patriots, Anons, friends. Incoming: shipping cargo major disruptions, halt. 

 9/11 Connecting the dots. Understand the scale of this Great Awakening New world 

Order: Maritime Law, Birth certificates, Title 4 Flag, FED, Crown, Vatican, 9/11, Jesuits, 

Spell, Quantum Grammar on the Title 4 Flag is where it started, The Real Meaning Of Q, 

The Quantum Grammar on the Title 4 Flag. 

 The Title 4 Flag & Martime Law are very important in understanding real American 

History. This is what is happening right now. 

 Title 4 Flag Captured. 

 The Act of England 1871 Reversed. 

 The Balfour Declaration 1917 Reversed. 

 United States is different than the United States of America. Constitution of the 

U.S.A. formed in 1776 and the Constitution for the U.S. in 1871.U.S. Inc. United States 

is a corporation Formed in Delaware in 1871. 

 All Citizens are governed under Corporate Law. All corporations must have a 

President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasure. Hence, U.S.A. Inc formed in the Act 

of 1871. A U.S. Citizen is an employee of U.S. Inc. 



 Rome once ruled the world. Cesar once ruled from ―the hill.‖ Washington DC (Capitol 

Hill), the new Rome, as Washington DC is the new Rome or Empire. Take a look at a 

picture of St. Peter’s Basilica in Vatican Square. It looks just like our Capitol Building in 

Washington, D.C. There is also an Egyptian Obelisk in front of it, just like the 

Washington Monument in D.C. 

 When you set up a corporation, you must have three things: A President, A Vice-

President, A Secretary-Treasurer. Just like we have with the United States, yes, the U.S. 

is a Corporation. A privately owned company and has nothing to do with the United 

States of America. The United States of America – The Republic was founded in 1776, 

and the United States the Corporation was formed in 1871. 

 Ulysses S. Grant was President of the United States in 1871 when the corporation was 

formed. Funny, his first two initials are U.S. 

 A U.S. citizen is an employee of the United States Corporation, which is a business. 

The word ―citizen‖ means ―employee‖ according to the laws of the United States 

Corporation. 

 Washington, D.C. is a foreign corporation, and it is not a State. It’s not a part of 

America and has nothing to do with the 50 states at all. It is where the foreign U.S. 

Corporation is headquartered with its own laws. 

 THE TWO US CONSTITUTIONS: Reversing the act of 1871. "Assault on our 

sovereignty happened in 1871.  You just don’t know that’s when the Matrix we live in 

started. This matters because...Assaults on sovereignty destabilize. Assaults on 

sovereignty impoverish. Assaults on sovereignty enslave. Assaults on sovereignty are, 

indeed, assaults on the very freedom that anchors the Western ideal." - Sec Pompeo 

 Two Constitutions in the United States. 1st was suspended in favor of a Vatican 

Corporation in 1871. Since 1871 the United States president and the United States 

Congress has been playing politics under a different set of rules and policies. The 

American people do not know that there are two Constitutions in the United States. The 

first penned by the leaders of the newly independent states of the United States in 1776. 

On July 4, 1776, the people claimed their independence from Britain and Democracy was 

born. And for 95 years the United States people were free and independent. That freedom 

ended in 1871 when the original ―Constitution for the united states for America‖ was 

changed to the ―THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA‖. 

 The Congress realized that the country was in dire financial straits, so they made a 

financial deal with the devil – international bankers — (in those days, the Rothschilds 

of London ) thereby incurring a DEBT to said bankers. The conniving international 

bankers were not about to lend the floundering nation any money without some serious 

stipulations. So, they devised a way of taking back control of the United States and thus, 

the Act of 1871 was passed. With no constitutional authority to do so, Congress created a 

separate form of government for the District of Columbia. 



 A Royal Family/Nazi attack on the USA was pending to stop NESARA/GESARA 

and create another depopulating/Opium and Oil controlling war, so PBK (Patrick 

Kennedy) was sent to the UK and lived in numerous places. He was a Chief Marine 

Engineer for 20 years. 

 In 1855 ISIS was formed by Kings of Morocco & Libya. [HASSAN Family] They 

signed in the Mohameddi Law which was to Kill The Bloodlines of Jesus Christ 

[DRUZE]. 

 6 Yrs later they merged with Skull n Bones, Rothschilds, Schiff, Rockefellers, Scherff 

aka Bush, Kissingers, etc. 

 The UK Royals artificially inseminated by the Rothschilds had taken control of the 

Satanic Sanussi [HASSAN] Family of Libya. See the Sanussi Family [BLACK FLAG] 

 ISIS was already created, it was just merged over. Skull n Bones-ISIS Assassinated JFK. 

 See JFK meeting Crown Prince HASSAN of Libya & King HASSAN 2 of 

MOROCCO. See Obama's first year of Presidency 2009. Green Day released a song 

called Know Your Enemy. They told you ISIS will rise & don't be blinded by "Lies in 

your eyes.‖ 

 Zbigniew Brzezinski created Tim Osman/OBL in late 70s. 

 In order to understand what is happening now, you must go back, right back in time. 

Humanity was hijacked in 1871. No coincidences Big Pharma began in 1870. The answer 

to 1984 is 1776. 

 3 Countries now Election Treason. Not Fraud, Treason. USA, Myanmar, The 

Netherlands. 

 Netherlands on the 17. 3 Green Lights.17th day and 76th day of the year. 

 Why did Joe Biden Block the classified documents of the JFK Assassination from 

coming out? Answer: Inside the files not released in 2017 was the truth of who created 

the CIA and why then the Director of CIA Allen Dulles and CIA operative George Bush 

took orders from the UK Majesty, Israel, China, Chinese Communist Party and the 

Rothschilds, Rockefeller’s Banks. 

 Inside the classified files were the CIA, Central Banks and Federal Reserve connections 

to how to use Mockingbird operations to control the news, ongoing wars created by the 

CIA, and connections to medical health Industries, World Health Organization (SHO), 

NIH, WEF, GPMB, Big Pharma, Big Tech, Vaccine industry, indoctrination of the 

education system and creation of DARPA (The Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency) which went on to create Microsoft, Google and Google Maps. 

 Q Clearance Officials have been documenting those Intelligence Reports since the days 

of Lincoln and his creation of the Secret Service. 

H. Must Watch Videos: 



 Sun. 14 Aug. Juan O Savin: Juan O'Savin, Clif High and Gregg Prescott On The 

Gesara/Nesara Scam | Beyond Science | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sun. 14 Aug. DOJ and FBI Caught In A TRAP! Don’t You See What Is Happening! Do 

Not FEAR! The PIT Is HERE! Celebration Soon? PRAY! - And We Know | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sat. 13 Aug. Situation Update: Situation Update: Respectre! FBI Raids Melania's Home 

Closet! FBI Self-Destruction! FBI Planting Evidence! Kiev Regime Fires Missiles On 

Ukraine Nuclear Plant! Attempt To Trigger Another Nuclear War! Babylon Falling! - We 

The People News | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sat. 13 Aug. FBI & AG Garland Are Heavily Screwed Now! - On The Fringe | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sun. 14 Aug. The Pit: 10 Times Bigger Than 2000 Mules! China's Act of War! The 

World Is Watching! | Alternative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sun. 14 Aug. Arrest Of Donald Trump On Live Television!!? Get Ready!! - AMTV 

Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sun. 14 Aug. Breaking! Former DoD Chief of Staff Drops MAGA Truth Bombs on the 

Mar-a-Lago Raid & You Won't Believe What He Said! Ka-Boom! | Politics | Before It's 

News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Sun. 14 Aug. Dr. Sherri Tenpenny: The Jabbed Need To Repent!! | Alternative | Before 

It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

I. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill’s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc’s CIA, 

Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult 

on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by 

this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, ―These people are sick.‖ 

J. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture 
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https://beforeitsnews.com/alternative/2022/08/dr-sherri-tenpenny-the-jabbed-need-to-repent-3778438.html
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and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

K. USNCMEC Urgent Victim Help 24-Hour Hotline: 1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

L. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
https://trafficking.help/us/


to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

M. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of August 14, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of August 13, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of August 12, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of August 12, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of August 11, 2022 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/08/14/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-august-14-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/08/13/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-august-13-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/08/12/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-august-12-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/08/12/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-august-12-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/08/11/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-august-11-2022/


Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of August 11, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of August 10, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of August 10, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of August 9, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of August 9, 2022 

Special Restored Republic via a GCR Report as of August 8, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of August 8, 2022 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/08/11/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-august-11-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/08/10/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-august-10-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/08/10/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-august-10-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/08/09/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-august-9-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/08/09/special-restored-republic-via-a-gcr-report-as-of-august-8-2022/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2022/08/08/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-august-8-2022/

